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Chapter 1231 

Ji Feng’s eyes, gradually cold down! 

Zhao Guosheng in order to help his son out, this is almost to the point of desperate need, in the capture 

of Ji Feng, he is going to take the opportunity to ruthlessly clean up Ji Feng, give him a lesson, just from 

the strength and speed of that those few young people out, at least, broken arms and legs, that is not 

under the words. 

“The two arms of his son, Chang Chongwei, were broken, and now he wants to break his own arms and 

legs, which is clearly to take the blame for his son. This is a clear attempt to take revenge for his son! 

However, this is really a good opportunity, when the arrest Ji Feng resisted, that was beaten and injured 

there is nothing to say …… 

Even after the official formal judicial process, I’m afraid nothing can be said about it. 

But very often, the right or wrong of a matter is not something that can be spoken of by the law alone. 

  

But Zhao Guosheng still did just that! 

It was no wonder that a cold smile appeared on Ji Feng’s face. With this kind of action, Zhao Guosheng 

did not put the Ji family in his eyes at all. 

Or rather, Zhao Guosheng did not even consider Ji Feng as the first grandson of the Ji family, but only as 

a murderer who had injured his own son, that was all. 

From this, it could also be seen how rampant this person Zhao Guosheng was, he didn’t even care about 

the Ji family! 

These thoughts flashed through his mind, but Ji Feng’s expression was more and more indifferent, while 

the chances of victory in his heart were even greater. 

“Ji Feng, you want to resist?!” Zhao Guosheng saw that the white spider had actually kicked one of the 

guards away, his face immediately sank and he roared on the ground, “If you dare to act recklessly 

again, all of you will be arrested!” 

“Zhao Guosheng, don’t you think, this is too rampant for you?” Ji Feng gave a non-committal smile and 

asked indifferently, “I am curious to know what crime I have committed that would make you, the 

director of the Central Office Department, personally bring someone to arrest me? One, I am not an 

agent of another country, two, I don’t do anything wrong, let alone bully the market and fish the 

countryside, so what reason do you have to arrest me?!” 

“On what grounds? Just because you wantonly committed murder and injured people and attacked 

state officials ……” Zhao Guosheng sneered, “You have a lot of problems, when we get to the place, we 

will settle accounts with you properly! Take away!” 

“Stop!” 



Xiao Yuxuan immediately became furious and shouted, “You can’t arrest people indiscriminately!” 

As she spoke, Xiao Yuxuan was about to eagerly lunge upwards, trying to pull Ji Feng back. How could 

she stand by and watch Ji Feng being taken away, these people looked like they were coming from a bad 

place, if Ji Feng fell into their hands, then he would definitely be at the mercy of others, and then I’m 

afraid he would all be tortured to death! 

“Yu Xuan, it’s okay, don’t worry!” Ji Feng stopped Xiao Yuxuan and laughed, “Don’t you remember what 

I told you just now? There’s no need to rush, go to your class in peace, I’ll take care of this matter!” 

He turned to the white spider and said, “White spider, I’ll leave Yu Xuan’s safety in your hands, if there’s 

any problem, I’ll ask for you!” 

“Yes!” 

White Spider immediately straightened his body and answered loudly. 

Only then did Ji Feng nodded in satisfaction and looked at Zhao Guosheng again, he grinned: “Zhao 

Guosheng, you are protecting your calf a little too much, this is not good ……” 

He grinned, “One more thing I have to remind you, it’s easy to arrest me, but it’s hard to let me go again 

……” 

“Take it away!” 

Zhao Guosheng did not even have half a word with him, directly waved his hand, and thus turned 

around and went out first. The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a 

good deal on the subject. 

The first grandson of the first family of the Ji family is also the first grandson of the first family of the Ji 

family. 

So what if the first grandson of the Ji family’s eldest family? So what if he is the youngest TZ of the Ji 

family? Don’t forget, Ji Feng is still just a student! He hadn’t gone that far yet and didn’t deserve to be in 

Zhao Guosheng’s line of sight! 

No, right now Ji Feng was just a suspect! 

Just a little bastard like that, would Zhao Guosheng care about his threats? It’s still easy to arrest people 

and hard to release them, who’s the little brat threatening? 

If Zhao Guosheng was really intimidated by Ji Feng’s two simple words, he would have really lived to the 

dogs in these few decades, he had never seen any big storms along the way, and no one had ever dared 

to talk to him like that! 

Zhao Guosheng is full of disdain, only as a very city, very deep official, he did not put this disdain on his 

face. 

As for the Ji family …… 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting into. 



The Ji family is so powerful that other families may not be able to control them, but the Zhao family can! 

Zhao Guosheng, with a majestic face, stepped in a calm and atmospheric pace and took Ji Feng directly 

away from his home. After several people got into the car, they drove away in a flash, no one knew 

where they went. 

“Ji Feng–!” 

Xiao Yuxuan ran after the car that drove away in a flash, her face was full of anxiety, there were even 

tears in her eyes, she hurriedly took out her mobile phone and dialed the number in a panic, not 

knowing who she was going to call, but she was stopped by the white spider. 

“Yu Xuan, you don’t have to worry, Ji Shao has made all the arrangements!” White Spider said. 

“Sh, what?!” Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but be stunned. 

“Young Ji had already arranged everything last night, he definitely won’t have anything to do with it!” 

White Spider said, “Besides, you should know better than me how skilled Ji Shao is, not to mention that 

he might just be brought in for interrogation, even if he was put in a prison cell for felons, the one who 

would be injured would definitely be someone else, not him, don’t you think so!” 

Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but glance at the white spider in amazement and asked with some surprise, 

“Is everything you said true?” 

“Otherwise, why did young Ji come back so late yesterday and wake up in the morning to one phone call 

after another?” White Spider said, “Don’t worry, he really has arranged it all, you don’t need to worry 

about any of these things, I believe there should be results soon!” 

“Let’s hope so!” 

Xiao Yuxuan was obviously relieved after hearing these words from the white spider, but she was still a 

bit uneasy, unless she could see Ji Feng return safely with her own eyes, otherwise, she would have to 

keep worrying! 

On the other hand, White Spider was looking at the place where the cars disappeared, and couldn’t help 

but secretly shake her head and sneer. 

Catching Ji Feng? 

She snorted in her heart, did she really think that Ji Shao was that easy to catch? 

The white spider had been following Ji Feng’s side all this time. She was most clear about Ji Feng’s 

person, character and methods. He is definitely a person who does not move, but when he does, he will 

slap people to death and never give them any chance to turn around. 

Although in many cases, he would also compromise, but that also depends on what kind of people and 

what matters. 

If it’s those things that Ji Feng can’t stand, not to mention compromise, he will definitely investigate to 

the end and have to compete with the other side to get a death or life! 

…… will never bow down! 



These are the character of Ji Feng, but the most admirable thing is Ji Feng’s shrewd and clear mind, as 

well as his meticulous thinking and the means to play a big role without thinking, which is the most 

admired by the white spider! 

As it turned out, Ji Feng had never yet suffered a big loss, or at least, the White Spider had never seen Ji 

Feng suffer much. 

Only the White Spider, who had been following Ji Feng around, knew how many arrangements Ji Feng 

had made last night until this morning, and what kind of evidence he had in his hands! 

Of course, even the white spider did not know how much power Ji Feng could exert, but there was one 

thing that the white spider was very confident about, and that was, this time when Ji Feng was caught, 

instead of winning the game, the other party would fall on its face and even get slapped by Ji Feng’s 

backhand! 

These were all the results that White Spider had deduced from the orders that Ji Feng had issued! 

And the most important thing right now is to do one’s job, protect Xiao Yuxuan’s safety, follow her to 

work and back, and not let Ji Feng be distracted, that’s enough. 

As for helping …… 

The white spider couldn’t help but shake her head, even to the captain all early to hide out, she, a 

former ‘descendant’, and how much help can she be? 

The fact that she didn’t add to Ji Feng’s mess was actually already giving him a hand! 

The white spider thought of Xiang Yongzhan again and couldn’t help but let out a soft sigh in her heart. 

In fact, several days earlier, the white spider had already known that Xiang Yongzhan had left the 

Jiangzhou Military Region with a small detachment all the way, unable to bring any answers to Ji Feng at 

all. 

He had hid out! 

This moment, the white spider felt that Ji Feng should be very lonely, his side, willing to work for him, 

there are only a few people, the rest, almost all of them are combined with interests …… 

I don’t know what’s going on, but when I think about it, Bai Spider’s heart hurts a little, she sympathizes 

with Ji Feng, and even …… feels a little sorry for him! 

This man, who has always been struggling, but things don’t seem to have the desired effect …… 

If it was possible, White Spider really didn’t want to see Ji Feng so tired again. 

So …… 

Now the white spider was very much looking forward to it, she was eager to see what kind of expression 

those people would have when Ji Feng played all the bottom cards in his hand, was it shock? Is it fear? 

Or despair? 

And how should they face Ji Feng? 



Chapter 1232 

“Get in!” 

A young guard violently pushed Ji Feng with a face that looked unpleasant, but Ji Feng’s figure didn’t 

even sway a bit. 

“Huh ……” Ji Feng looked back at the guard and couldn’t help but shake his head with a smile. 

Ji Feng recognized this guy, he was the one who was kicked down by the white spider at home, and now 

he was obviously holding a grudge. 

“What are you looking at! Get in!” The guard was a little annoyed by Ji Feng’s laugh and roared low, “If 

you don’t go in, don’t blame us for taking coercive measures!” 

“One bottle is not enough, half a bottle bam!” Ji Feng gave him a look and swept his gaze over his 

stomach before striding into the interrogation room. 

The guard’s face instantly turned red with irritation. 

Back in the villa, he had been kicked in the stomach by none other than the white spider before he was 

sent flying, and that look Ji Feng gave him just now clearly meant that he didn’t put him in his eyes! 

“Bastard thing!” He cursed in a low voice. 

The two companions next to him hurriedly advised in a low voice, “Don’t be impulsive, the director 

hasn’t spoken yet, don’t do anything yet. When the director speaks up, you can still do whatever you 

want!” 

“Humph!” 

The guard from before couldn’t help but snort coldly, “Let him get comfortable for a while, when the 

chief gives the word, let’s see how I’ll deal with him!” 

A few guards left with a heart full of defiance, but Ji Feng was sitting alone in the interrogation room, 

shaking his head slightly. 

The first thing you should do is to take your nephew into account, and you should take your second 

uncle Ji Zhenguo seriously. After he arrested himself, he was actually locked up in the interrogation 

room of the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau, which is clearly telling Ji Zhenguo, I just arrested your nephew 

and put him under your nose! 

…… How rampant does this have to be to do such a thing! 

There’s a saying that goes like this: you have to look at the master to beat the dog! What’s more, now 

that Zhao Guosheng is in Jiangzhou, yet he is so blatantly dealing with himself, where does he put Ji 

Zhenguo? 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head slightly, even if Zhao Guosheng really had a tiny bit of scruples 

against the second uncle, he wouldn’t have locked himself up in the interrogation room of the Jiangzhou 

Municipal Bureau after arresting him. 



This is a slap in the face of Uncle Er! 

Zhao Guosheng was telling second uncle Ji Zhenguo, your nephew beat up my son, since you don’t clean 

him up, then I’ll do it! 

There was no limit to his arrogance! 

This was the definition Ji Feng gave to Zhao Guosheng, this man, even more rampant than his son, 

Chang Chongwei! 

However, although he was locked up here, Ji Feng was not the least bit nervous, instead, he leisurely sat 

down on a chair, hugged his arms and closed his eyes to recuperate. 

What should be arranged has already been arranged anyway, the following only needs to sit here, 

comfortably watching the show! 

…… 

Ji Feng has been arrested! 

After arresting Ji Feng, Zhao Guosheng locked him up in the interrogation room of Jiangzhou Municipal 

Bureau. Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau did not agree to lend the interrogation room, but Zhao Guosheng 

took the guards of the Central Police Station with him and made Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau only agree 

on the grounds of carrying out official duties …… 

This news, in a very short time, reached the ears of the two brothers, He Hongwei, and Ji Shaolei knew 

even earlier! 

They were all shocked! 

Zhao Guosheng, the director of the titled Central Office Department, would actually personally lead his 

guards to arrest someone, and after arresting him, he was actually locked up in the interrogation room 

of the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau. 

This was a slap in Ji Zhenguo’s face! 

Moreover, it was such a reckless and arrogant beating, without even a hint of evasion! 

After hearing this news, for a moment, Ji Shaolei was greatly enraged. He was so angry that he cursed 

and drove straight home, only to find that his father was not at home, and then he called his father’s 

phone, but he could not get through. 

In the end, Ji Shaolei had to call his father’s secretary, but the secretary only told him one thing: “Ji Shao, 

before the secretary left, he told you to do your job, don’t ask questions about other things, and don’t 

mess around. ……” 

Ji Shaolei then stunned, what does this mean? The father is running away? Or is he giving in to Zhao 

Guosheng? 

I really can’t figure it out, and even more so, I can’t swallow this anger, so Ji Shaolei simply gritted his 

teeth and called his eldest uncle Ji Zhenhua directly, but the recovery that he got was only one sentence. 



“I know, you just work at ease!” Ji Zhenhua said. 

Ji Shaolei almost had the urge to slam his phone, Ji Feng was even locked up, and Zhao Guosheng was 

still so arrogant, even if the old man of the Zhao family had been kind to the family back then, it wasn’t 

like this, right? 

How come both the father and the eldest uncle seemed to be trying to be soft? 

“Motherfucker, I don’t believe I can’t find someone to cure you Zhao Guosheng!” Ji Shaolei’s fiery 

temper also came up, and he gritted his teeth and called directly to the East Sixth Street Courtyard in 

Yanjing, calling the old man’s caregiver, Aunt Hong. 

However, this time again, there was no result, Aunt Hong just told him, “Shaolei, the old chief said, let 

him sort out the little monkey’s affairs himself!” 

Ji Shaolei was then speechless, how could he solve it himself? He had been locked up, what else was 

there to solve! 

However, Ji Shaolei had no better solution, he deliberated for a moment and finally decided, for the 

time being, to listen to his father’s arrangement and do nothing. 

He wanted to see just how arrogant that Zhao Guosheng could be! 

The two brothers, He Hongwei and He Hongqiang, were both incomparably shocked after hearing the 

news that Ji Feng had been locked up, Zhao Guosheng dared to do that, it was a bit too arrogant, right? 

Did he really think that Ji Zhenguo couldn’t do anything to him? 

If we were to look at his rank and position alone, Zhao Guosheng would have to call him “leader” or 

even “chief” when he met Ji Zhenguo. However, now Zhao Guosheng actually dared to do so, he was a 

bit too arrogant, right? 

He Hongwei couldn’t help but feel a bit disgusted, to say that the Zhao family was rampant, Chang 

Chongwei was rampant, but, none of them were as rampant as Zhao Guosheng! 

This was the head of the Zhao family? 

He Hongwei shook his head slightly, no wonder everyone in the Zhao family was so arrogant, this was 

really a case of the upper beam being wrong and the lower beam being crooked! 

He Hongwei felt that he had to do something, or at least, he couldn’t just watch the situation 

deteriorate like this. So he deliberated and decided to give his family a call, or at least, find a way to ease 

the form from this, otherwise this would be too bad for Ji Feng. 

However, when he called his father, he only got the words, “I know!” 

He Hongwei was stunned, what kind of answer was this? 

He pondered over it for a long time, but still did not come up with any reasonable answer, and could 

only assume that this was the situation his father wanted to see, for the Ji family to fight with the Zhao 

family, causing the Ji family to cause public anger among other families, and thus fall into complete 

passivity. 



He Hongwei could not help but shake his head and sigh lightly, he also wanted to help Ji Feng, but in this 

situation, there was really nothing he could do. The only thing He Hongwei could do now was to keep a 

close eye on the development of the incident, but that was all. 

“No wonder that bastard Chang Chongwei is so arrogant, to think that his old man is even more arrogant 

than him! Neither is a good bird!” He Hongqiang couldn’t help but curse. 

Despite looking at the Ji family with displeasure, however, the sight of Chang Chongwei made He 

Hongqiang even more displeased. 

There had to be a degree of arrogance! 

Thinking that he, Shao He, no matter how fancy he was, had never gone so far, right? 

However, as time gradually passed, both Ji Shaolei and the two brothers, He Hongwei, gradually realised 

that things seemed a bit strange. 

The news must have spread throughout Yanjing after half a day, but apart from Zhao Guosheng’s 

incessant bouncing around, the Ji family, as the party in question, did not react in the slightest, as if they 

did not even know about the incident. 

The other families, likewise, did not react, as usual, seemingly doing what they should do …… 

This kind of strange calm, let the other families who are concerned about the development of this 

matter, are a little unsure, more dare not easily express any opinion, whether in private or in public, do 

not dare to talk nonsense. 

You know, this is a few big families involved, one wrong word, may lead to big trouble! 

Just like that, the eldest grandson of the Ji family was arrested and the Ji family clashed with the Zhao 

family …… Originally, such an event that should have been extremely sensational was now so calm that it 

was almost unbelievable! 

But many people don’t know that beyond this calm, there are many ripples. 

The emergency meeting of Jiangnan Province had almost been held as soon as the morning started, and 

in front of the large amount of factual evidence listed in the reporting materials, the main leaders of 

Jiangnan Province made a decision – to investigate! 

“By the province and the relevant departments of Tongzhou City, form a joint investigation team, must 

strictly investigate this matter!” This was a directive made by a major leader of Jiangnan Province. 

The other leaders’ opinions were also highly consistent, regardless of the strength of the investigation, 

but this matter must be investigated. 

Just because during the morning meeting, a journalist called to ask about the progress of the case 

regarding the illegal business operations conducted by the Chang Group …… 

The media knew about it! 

At this point, it was simply impossible to cover up the story, it had to be investigated! 



And at the same time, the police department in Jiangnan province, received a large number of reports 

from victims, saying that they were harmed by Chang Chongwei and the Chang Group …… At the same 

time, there were a large number of reporting materials, even carrying a large amount of evidence, 

enough to prove the crimes of the vast majority of important people in the Chang Group. 

These materials, too, were brought to the police department, and, moreover, were brought by a 

beautiful female guard from the Central Police Station herself. 

The Jiangnan Provincial Police Department attached great importance to the case, and while reporting it 

to the top, they formed a task force as quickly as possible, specifically responsible for investigating cases 

related to the Chang Group. 

It is not possible for them not to take it seriously, the guards from the Central Police Station are here, 

God knows what kind of people are standing behind the guards, maybe it is the Yanjing side that is 

directly concerned, this is not easy to say! 

It was under this unknown fear that the Jiangnan Provincial Police Department was surprisingly efficient, 

and soon, the main leaders of Jiangnan Province were aware of this matter. 

At once, the whole of Jiangnan Province’s top brass was shaken! 

A discerning eye could see at a glance that this was someone who was specifically targeting the Chang 

Group and Chang Chong Wei. This person behind the scenes was first taking advantage of the Chang 

Group’s business irregularities to strike a blow at the Chang Group. And at the same time, then report 

on the Chang Group’s crimes, which would be a criminal case. 

This is a very powerful combination of punches, and the evidence is conclusive, the Chang Group, 

absolutely can not get away! 

And certain key leaders of Jiangnan Province, but think more deeply …… can get so much evidence, and 

also hit such a powerful set of combinations, this behind-the-scenes promoter, absolutely come to a 

great, energy is also big scary. 

Moreover, this person’s purpose is most likely to go after the power behind the Chang Group! At this 

time, some people with nimble minds had already guessed on certain big families. 

But knowing the purpose of this behind-the-scenes promoter, this case can only be investigated, 

otherwise, no one knows whether this behind-the-scenes promoter, will directly target Jiangnan 

Province …… 

The first time, the Jiangnan Province ripples, the investigation against the Chang Group, is launched! 

Chapter 1233 

Due to all the pressure, the top management of Jiangnan Province finally made up their mind to conduct 

a thorough investigation into the Chang Group. 

There was no way not to conduct a thorough investigation because the combination of punches played 

by the black hand hiding behind the curtain was so powerful that even if the Chang Group had learned 

of all this in advance, the most they could do was to destroy some evidence, but otherwise, they could 

not stop the development of the situation! 



This combo is simply too powerful and leaves no one in a position to fight! 

Moreover, it was now clear that someone was going to target the Chang Group, or even the Zhao family 

in Yanjing, otherwise, the other side would not have been so well prepared, not only did a reporter 

know about this matter, but also, the other side had such sufficient evidence. 

Some people even suspect that the journalists who called were arranged in advance by those behind the 

scenes, in order to put pressure on the leaders of Jiangnan Province, so that they would not dare to 

cover up the matter and could only investigate it with a hard head! 

Moreover, the person behind the curtain, who is hiding in the shadows, actually sent a guard from the 

Central Police Station to come, which is enough to show how much energy this person, who is hiding in 

the shadows, really has! 

Even if there are certain high level leaders in Jiangnan Province who are involved with the Zhao family, 

they do not dare to interfere at this time. 

No one knows who this person hiding behind the curtain really is. 

And more importantly, from the very beginning when it was decided to conduct a thorough 

investigation into the Chang Group, but all the leaders who knew about this matter have been 

conducting meetings to study it, and there was no time to inform the people of the Chang Group! 

All those who knew about this were holding their breath and watching the developments closely. They 

all realised that this was likely to be a dragon fight, with both sides of the game, most likely, being some 

big family, or even, a few families or some big leaders maybe. 

But there is one thing that everyone recognizes, that is, the Chang Group is in big trouble this time! 

For everything that was happening in the outside world, Ji Feng could not know. Because his mobile 

phone had been taken away since he was locked in, he had no way to communicate with the outside 

world, and it was impossible for him to even walk out of the interrogation room. 

However, he could guess. 

How far it was from Jiangzhou to Tongzhou, how far it was from Tongzhou to Jinling, the capital of 

Jiangnan Province, how long it took to drive, how long it took to fly, and so on …… 

All these data, he already knew by heart. 

The information he got after contacting Xiao Ying and Zhang Lei before, what was happening outside, Ji 

Feng could basically guess a lot. 

Even if there was still some error, it was definitely not much, and that was already insignificant. 

As long as Zhang Lei and Xiaoying follow his arrangements, and with the White Spider feeding news to 

Zhang Lei and Xiaoying at all times, I believe it won’t take long for the Jiangnan Province side to make a 

move, and at that time, that’s when his counterattack will really begin! 

What Ji Feng is most curious about now is what Zhao Guosheng is doing. 



This man, who had openly beaten the face of the Ji family, beaten the face of Ji Zhenguo, and was even 

arrogant to the point of being unbeatable, had there been another purpose for locking himself up in the 

interrogation room of the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau in such a high profile manner? 

The fact is, Zhao Guosheng’s heart should be how smug? 

But in fact, Ji Feng guessed wrong, Zhao Guosheng’s heart was not half smug, on the contrary, his heart 

was full of anger. 

Inside the Jiangzhou Third People’s Hospital, a high-class ward, looking at his son lying on the hospital 

bed, Zhao Guosheng’s face was blue and his heart was full of hatred! 

It was simply hateful! 

Zhao Guosheng’s face was incomparably gloomy, his eyes were flickering with rage, his chest was 

heaving slightly because of his anger, if he wasn’t in the hospital, he would have cursed and even 

dropped something! 

“Ji family’s brat, simply bullying people too much!” Zhao Guosheng roared lowly. 

Chang Chongwei, who was lying on the hospital bed at this moment, had both arms in plaster casts and 

his face was similarly wrapped in thick gauze, one side of his face was high and bulging, obviously much 

higher than the other side of his face, which was obviously beaten! 

Thinking about what his son said on the phone earlier about his face being broken, I think it was this side 

of his face that was broken! 

Seeing this scene, Zhao Guosheng was so angry that he could hardly stand up. 

He only had one son, and that little brute from the Ji family dared to hit him so hard? 

It had to be said that Zhao Guosheng was also an extremely protective person, even a little too 

protective, he just saw the scene of his son being beaten up, but did not ask what it was for, not even 

from the time he received the call from Chang Chongwei until now. 

Just seeing his son in this state, Zhao Guosheng had already decided that it was Ji Feng, that little brute, 

who had bullied his son, and his only son at that! 

“Dad, how is that bastard Ji Feng? Did you get him arrested?!” Chang Chong Wei asked through gritted 

teeth. 

“Chong Wei, just don’t worry, dad won’t watch others bully you!” Zhao Guosheng said, “I’ve already 

arrested the man, papa will definitely take it out for you!” 

“No!” 

Chang Chongwei refused at once, he gritted his teeth and said with hatred, “I want to take it out myself! 

Dad, where is that son of a bitch being held? Take me there and I’ll rip his skin off! I’ll kill him alive!” 

Zhao Guosheng frowned and said, “No, Dad has other plans for this matter. What’s more, now that you 

are injured, it’s better to get well first, if you want to take revenge, there are plenty of opportunities 

later!” 



Using the guards to arrest Ji Feng could barely be justified, as those guards were still members of the 

Operations Division themselves, that was one of them. For another, Zhao Guosheng had long since given 

Chang Chongwei the status of a state official, and it was not too much to say that Ji Feng had beaten 

Chang Chongwei and that he had assaulted a state official, so Zhao Guosheng was not worried about 

being criticized for arresting Ji Feng! 

And when the arrest took the opportunity to teach Ji Feng a lesson, this is also no problem, it is perfectly 

possible to say that he was going to resist, the guard was forced to do it well. 

However, now that Ji Feng had been locked up, that wouldn’t work. 

Even law enforcement agencies cannot just beat up prisoners, not to mention that Ji Feng’s case has not 

been qualified yet! 

But when Chang Chongwei heard this, he refused to do it, he immediately said, “No, I must go, that son 

of a bitch, if I don’t kill him with my own hands, I’m not willing to do it! Dad, since you’ve arrested him, it 

proves that their family can’t handle you, right? Then what are you afraid of? I won’t kill him first, I’ll just 

break his arms and legs, and then I’ll kill him after you’ve taken care of his family!” 

“Nonsense!” 

Zhao Guosheng’s face immediately sank, “Of course not, do you think Ji Feng can just be killed? Even 

though I want him dead even more than you do, yet, right now he can’t die yet, this matter, get a good 

handle on it, so you shouldn’t argue!” 

“How can I not argue!” Chang Chongwei shouted, “Look at me now, I look like a dog! What’s the 

difference between this and my old self? It’s all about people beating me whenever they want and 

bullying me whenever they want, I thought that with a father who has the ability to be a big official, 

people wouldn’t dare to bully me, but now, I’m still being bullied like a dog, am I still your son or not!” 

Zhao Guosheng listened to Chang Chongwei’s words and couldn’t help but feel soft at heart. Then when 

he thought about his son being beaten up like this by Ji Feng, he became even more irritated. 

“Fine!” 

Finally, Zhao Guosheng gritted his teeth, “I can take you to teach him a lesson, but, you have to stop in 

moderation, and trust dad, no matter who the other party is, dad will make him pay, no one can beat up 

my son and still get away with it!” 

“Fine, fine!” As soon as Chang Chongwei heard this, he nodded his head happily. 

Only then did Zhao Guosheng waved his hand, called two guards from outside the door and ordered, 

“Help Chong Wei in his wheelchair, let’s go!” 

…… 

On the outskirts of Yanjing, a leisure farm. 

Two middle-aged men were sitting in a gazebo that had quite a farmhouse flavour, drinking tea and 

chatting, their expressions appearing to be very leisurely. From the surface, there was a slight 



resemblance in the faces of these two men, and if one looked at them from a distance, they were almost 

the same person. Only, one of them was slightly more blessed …… 

However, these two middle-aged men, even when they were relaxed, looked so majestic that they were 

not ordinary people at first glance, both were used to being leaders or people in high places and had 

developed that kind of authority over a long period of time. 

A dozen metres or so beside them were a few young men who also looked like they were taking a 

leisurely stroll, but if an insider saw them, they would see at a glance that these young men were 

likewise not ordinary people, they were on guard, protecting the two middle-aged men in the gazebo. 

“Boss, Little Feng is probably being used!” In the gazebo, one of the middle-aged men had a cigarette in 

his hand and said in a slow voice. 

The other middle-aged man nodded slightly and laughed, “This brat, he thinks he is extremely smart all 

day long and has never suffered any losses, but in the end, he has seen less, it’s good to teach him a 

lesson this time!” 

“Boss, that’s not good, you’re a father who doesn’t feel bad, I feel bad even looking at him!” 

Another middle-aged man said, “Little Feng has worked alone and has hardly ever relied on his family’s 

help, even though he has relied on them a few times to settle some matters, but he has created a lot of 

opportunities for his family every time. But he’s still a bit young, so it’s better not to tire him out too 

much!” 

It is not necessary to say much, from this conversation one can know that these two middle-aged men 

are no other than the two brothers Ji Zhenhua and Ji Zhen Guo! 

Chapter 1234 

In fact, late last night, Ji Zhenguo knew about the clash between the two brothers, Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei, 

and Chang Chongwei at the Linjiang Club, which was told to him by Ji Shaolei on the phone. 

The matter also involved the Zhao family, so Ji Shaolei had to report it to his father. 

And after knowing this, Ji Zhenguo, after just a little deliberation, immediately decided to leave 

Jiangzhou for the time being and wait and see how this matter would develop. So early the next 

morning, after informing Mayor Li Baoyuan, he took a flight to Yanjing. 

It was not that Ji Zhenguo did not care about Ji Feng’s death, only that he had other plans. 

In fact, even Ji Feng’s own father, Ji Zhenhua, looked unperturbed and not the least bit nervous, even if 

Ji Feng was locked up, they could still sit here in peace, because they expected that Ji Feng might suffer a 

little, but definitely not a big loss! 

“Zhen Guo, what do you think, what kind of plan is Zhao Guosheng playing this time, if he is blatantly 

locking up Xiao Feng, and he is still locked up in the interrogation room of the Jiangzhou Municipal 

Bureau, what does he want?” Ji Zhenhua did not answer Ji Zhenguo’s words, but asked in a calm tone. 



Ji Zhenguo couldn’t help but shake his head, although the boss only had one son, but he had to harden 

his heart and let that boy Ji Feng go out for training, but this was also something that couldn’t be 

helped. 

I believe that if Ji Zhenhua had two sons, or more, then he would never let Ji Feng suffer so much again, 

after all, it was already hard enough without Ji Feng by his side for more than ten years before, and now 

even Ji Zhenguo is a bit intolerant, let alone Ji Zhenhua, who is Ji Feng’s real father. 

Only, although Ji Zhenhua was heartbroken, he never said anything about it. 

“If you ask me, this time Zhao Guosheng is also trying to do it to some people, but unfortunately, it’s a 

pity that he made a fool of himself!” 

Ji Zhenguo shook his head and said, “He thought that dealing with Xiao Feng like this, as a way to show 

his attitude, would not only hammer my Ji family, but also remind several other families that they 

should not forget that the Zhao family was once kind to them, and, in addition, showed their loyalty to 

the top …… at first glance, it seemed like a one-two punch. But in reality, no matter what he does, he 

can’t hide his selfishness and will only expose his stupidity!” 

“Yes, small cleverness only!” 

Ji Zhenhua nodded approvingly and smiled, saying, “This is the problem of vision, a person who has 

never been in charge of a party at the grassroots level, even if he takes up a high position, he will 

definitely not have such a broad vision, nor will his vision be so long term!” 

Ji Zhenguo also couldn’t help but smile, “Boss’s comment can be said to be spot on, Zhao Guosheng is 

bullying and arrogant, seems to be modest and cautious, but in reality is increasingly domineering, while 

his vision, however, is also limited to that one city and one land, will only focus on the position below his 

butt, it is really difficult to become a great weapon!” 

“Little Feng there, it shouldn’t be difficult to deal with a Zhao Guosheng.” Ji Zhenguo smiled and said, 

“What I’m most interested in now is the person who is using Xiao Feng, this is a mysterious figure with 

ability!” 

Ji Zhenguo frowned slightly, nodded and said, “That’s right, that person seems to know a lot about Xiao 

Feng’s temper and the situation between some families in Yanjing, it’s indeed tricky! Who could it be?” 

“No matter who it is, as long as it’s a fox, it will always reveal its tail!” Ji Zhenhua waved his hand and 

said, “When it comes to this kind of situation, it’s best to keep quiet!” 

Ji Zhenguo nodded slightly, indeed, when encountering such a situation, going around to investigate, 

making the chickens fly and people panic, but it is not worth the loss, it is better to take a quiet brake, 

do nothing, the other party can not wait, naturally will not be able to resist jumping out. At that time, 

the fox’s tail will naturally reveal itself! 

After so many years of immersion in the officialdom, how could such a small trick be difficult for Ji 

Zhenhua and Ji Zhenguo? 



“Right, up to now, the two groups of people who attacked and killed Xiao Feng, is there still no clue?” Ji 

Zhenguo suddenly remembered the last attack on Ji Feng and asked, “I suspect that one of them must 

have some connection with the people who used Xiao Feng!” 

“There’s already a bit of a clue, but it’s still being investigated!” Ji Zhenhua said. 

Ji Zhenguo then nodded, he knew that since the boss said that he already had some clues, that meant 

that it was likely that he already knew who it was, but he just didn’t have the evidence yet, or he wasn’t 

sure yet, so he had to confirm further. 

Once confirmed, the boss’s tactics would follow. If he attacked and killed the boss’s only son for no 

reason, how could the boss be so resigned to it? 

Ji Zhenguo then said, “Should we send someone to protect Little Feng there ……?” 

“Don’t worry, I have already picked two guards for him, they will protect him in the dark!” Ji Zhenhua 

said, he only had one son, naturally he would not watch others harm Ji Feng. 

Ji Zhenguo handed Ji Zhenhua a cigarette, and the two of them lit it before he said, “I always feel that 

this kid, Little Feng, must have a follow-up tactic, based on his past habits, he always keeps a backup 

tactic, and I don’t know what tactics that brat actually has this time!” 

He chuckled and laughed, “If Zhao Guosheng can’t even defeat Xiao Feng, then he really doesn’t need to 

come back!” 

Ji Zhenhua couldn’t help but lose his smile at this too, “You think too highly of Little Feng, Zhao 

Guosheng is a man who has been through the storm for a long time anyway, it’s unlikely that he would 

suffer a loss in Little Feng’s hands!” 

“That’s not necessarily true, the more this kind of veteran, the easier it is to make the mistake of taking 

the enemy lightly, especially since Xiao Feng is actually so calm, after beating someone last night, he 

actually ran back to sleep …… If he didn’t have a certain amount of strength, how would he dare to do 

that?” Ji Zhenguo laughed. 

“Then let’s wait and see!” Ji Zhenhua said, his gaze looking at the south, containing anticipation. 

It seemed that he, too, wished to see that his son was not really being used, but really had some means 

to reverse the situation by himself. 

For a father, there is nothing more fulfilling than watching your child grow up with your own eyes! 

…… 

The two brothers, as predicted by Ji Zhenhua, did have Zhao Guosheng’s heart set on a single move. 

It is no big deal to make enemies with the Ji family, if necessary, Zhao Guosheng can completely treat 

the Ji family as a chicken, and several other families that were once helped by the old man of the Zhao 

family, in the eyes of Zhao Guosheng, that is a monkey …… 

As the saying goes, kill the chicken to show the monkey! 

In fact, it doesn’t matter who is a chicken and who is a monkey, but who let Ji Feng commit in his hands! 



“Since Ji Feng beat up my son, then this chicken, you are a sure thing!” Sitting in the car, Zhao Guosheng 

couldn’t help but sneer, killing the chicken for the monkeys was to remind a few other families that they 

shouldn’t forget that my Zhao family was once a great benefactor to you, and if your sons dare to turn 

around and deal with our Zhao family’s sons, that would be ungrateful! 

Moreover, apart from reminding these families that they should remember the Zhao family’s kindness 

to them, Zhao Guosheng had another thought in mind, which was likewise guessed correctly by the two 

brothers, Ji Zhenhua. 

Zhao Guosheng wanted to show his heart to the chief by dealing with Ji Feng and confronting the Ji 

family! 

Offending a Ji family would show the chief an attitude of his: I don’t deal with these families, and I’m still 

most sincere to you, because my power and my position are all because of your trust! 

In this way, when the conflict becomes unmanageable, the chief will naturally step in to smooth things 

over, and his heart will be more satisfied with him, Zhao Guosheng, too! 

At the same time, the other families will also be astonished, and if they really dare to be ungrateful, 

Zhao Guosheng will be able to make them look bad! 

This was the result Zhao Guosheng wanted! 

He had so blatantly locked Ji Feng in the interrogation room of the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau, and had 

gone out of his way to beat the face of the Ji family and Ji Zhenguo in a high profile manner, for this very 

reason! 

Besides, since he had already hit the Ji family’s face, he might as well do it again! 

Zhao Guosheng secretly sneered, this time, let his son do the fighting, didn’t that little brute Ji Feng beat 

up my son? Then let’s hit him back! 

Not only should I beat him, but I should also punish him severely! 

At this time, Chang Chongwei was sitting in the car in a very strange position. Because both of his arms 

were broken, he could only sit straight in the car, and his head had to be turned sideways, otherwise his 

face would have once reached his shoulders …… 

That position, it was really uncomfortable! 

But Chang Chongwei doesn’t care about that, it’s okay to be uncomfortable, as long as he thinks he’ll be 

able to take care of that bastard Ji Feng himself, he’s all energized and refreshed! 

When he thought of being trampled under the feet of Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei last night, and being beaten 

like a dead dog, he was so hateful that he almost went crazy! 

Now he finally had the chance to take revenge! 

The extreme hatred in Chang Chongwei’s heart was as if he had found a vent at once and was about to 

erupt outwards. 

“Drive faster!” Chang Chongwei could not wait any longer! 



But as fast as the car was going, it was still a full hour’s drive from the Third People’s Hospital to the 

Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau! 

As soon as he got out of the car, Chang Chongwei shouted and asked the two guards to help him out of 

the car and sit on the wheelchair, then pushed him to quickly rush towards the city bureau. 

And from the moment they first entered the door, someone had already told Deputy Director Zheng 

Yuanshan about their arrival. So, as soon as Zhao Guosheng and the others entered, they saw Zheng 

Yuanshan standing in the hall waiting for them. 

At this moment, Zhao Guosheng’s heart moved and he immediately gave a wink to the few guards 

around him, and then, he walked over in stride and talked with Zheng Yuanshan. 

On this side, those few guards were pushing Chang Chongwei and went to the interrogation room from 

one side! 

Zhao Guosheng himself pestered Zheng Yuanshan, so that he had no time to care about the things in the 

interrogation room, as for that, what kind of temperament his son had, whether he would strike without 

knowing the lightness, and directly kill Ji Feng, or cripple …… 

These things, Zhao Guosheng will not think about! 

Only, he did not think, just with those few guards, as well as the wounded Chang Chongwei, would not 

be Ji Feng’s opponent …… 

Chapter 1235 

“Director Zhao, those few people just now are ……” 

Zheng Yuanshan, however, was not that good at fooling people, he naturally saw at a glance that those 

few people who went in just now, apart from the guards, there was a guy doing a wheelchair, that was 

definitely not the guards around Zhao Guosheng, and, most likely, there was something else fishy going 

on! 

In that case, of course Zheng Yuanshan had to ask about it, because he knew very well that these people 

were targeting Ji Feng, so Zheng Yuanshan had to ensure Ji Feng’s safety. 

In fact, Zheng Yuanshan knew Chang Chongwei, because since Ji Feng had been attacked and killed 

before, he had immediately investigated this aspect and had also seen Chang Chongwei’s photo. 

The problem was that Chang Chongwei’s head was wrapped up like a dumpling, so Zheng Yuanshan 

naturally couldn’t tell. On the contrary, having been a police officer for so many years, what could be 

hidden from his eyes? 

“Chief Zheng, you go ahead and get busy, I won’t bother you!” Zhao Guosheng said with a bland face, “I 

might have to stay here for another day or two, so I won’t take up Chief Zheng’s time!” 

Zheng Yuanshan couldn’t help but blush slightly, it was obvious that Zhao Guosheng was driving people 

away and didn’t want him to get involved in this matter. 



“Director Zhao, in fact, this matter itself is a small conflict, even according to the law, Ji Feng’s 

responsibility is to be detained for a few days, or to compensate for medical expenses and other 

damages, but now ……” Zheng Yuanshan spoke in a euphemistic manner The company’s position is still 

clear. 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the public. 

But now you Zhao Guosheng has made such a big show, what is this? 

This is undoubtedly a slap in the face of the entire Jiangzhou, then as the deputy director of the 

Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau, Zheng Yuanshan’s face is equally unattractive. The company’s main 

business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. 

The first thing that happened was that Zhao Guosheng’s face sank and he frowned, “What, does Chief 

Zheng intend to interfere with the cases handled by the CPS? Then, if that’s the case, Chief Zheng can 

send a letter to the CPS to ask questions, or file a complaint, either way!” 

Zheng Yuanshan’s face changed slightly at once, and he laughed slightly embarrassed, “Director Zhao 

has spoken too highly, I just want to know if there is anything I can do to help!” 

“Just don’t bother Director Zheng, I’ve already said it just now!” Zhao Guosheng said indifferently. 

Zheng Yuansan’s face changed once again, and in the end, he could only nod and said, “Alright then, 

Director Zhao will get busy first, but this is Jiangzhou after all, Director Zhao might not be too familiar 

with it, so I’d better send two people to assist you!” 

“No need!” Zhao Guosheng was the one who refused, “Director Zheng, I still have business to attend to, 

so I’ll leave you alone for now!” 

Zhao Guosheng said indifferently, but stood in place without moving, his meaning was obvious, not that 

he didn’t bother Zheng Yuanshan anymore, but he was telling Zheng Yuanshan, you don’t stand here 

and bother me! 

Zheng Yuansan’s face changed and changed, and finally nodded, “Then, I won’t bother Director Zhao!” 

There was no other way, Zhao Guosheng’s rank was much higher than his, and the influence of the Zhao 

family in Yanjing was very clear to Zheng Yuansan, moreover, now that Zhao Guosheng was in the right, 

no matter which way he said it, Zheng Yuansan could not go against him. He was able to politely state 

his position, that was already very rare. 

“Director Zhao is busy first, if you need anything, you can just have someone go to me ……,” Zheng 

Yuanshan said. And after that, he turned around and left. 

Even though Zheng Yuanshan could not compete with Zhao Guosheng at all, both in terms of rank and 

power, he was after all the deputy director of the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau and could not fall too far 

behind, Zhao Guosheng obviously did not dump him, so naturally he would not make a nuisance of 

himself. 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. 



He told him not to pursue the matter of Chang Chongwei, he superficially did as he was told, but he did 

not protect Chang Chongwei’s safety, and as a result, he was still beaten up by Ji Feng! 

Zhao Guosheng was full of opinions towards Zheng Yuanshan, if he didn’t want to clean up Ji Feng now 

and give the Ji family a hard time, he definitely wouldn’t have let Zheng Yuanshan have such a good 

time, this self-righteous thing, and now he wanted to run to stop himself? 

“I’ll settle the score with you when I have my hands free!” Zhao Guosheng snorted coldly and turned 

around to walk in the direction of the interrogation room. 

At this time, Zheng Yuansan, who had already returned to his office, could not feel at ease, what was 

Zhao Guosheng doing here with an injured man? 

Zheng Yuanshan had already vaguely guessed the answer, he gritted his teeth, picked up the phone on 

the desk and dialed the internal number. 

“This is Zheng Yuanshan, immediately send Captain Li Ruonan to my place, be quick!” 

Hanging up the phone, Zheng Yuanshan couldn’t help but shake his head and sigh softly, “We can only 

let that girl go and mess around, otherwise, things might get into big trouble! Zhao Guosheng …… is 

bullying people too much!” 

…… 

Bang! 

The door of the interrogation room was pushed open with force. 

Ji Feng was just holding his arms, sitting in his chair with his eyes closed, even when he heard this 

sudden noise, he didn’t even open his eyes, still looking relaxed and at ease! 

At this time, someone suddenly came forward, grabbed Ji Feng’s arm and was about to twist it 

backwards. 

A mocking smile flashed across Ji Feng’s face as he just sat there, letting the other party clasp his wrist 

with both hands and twist his arm. 

However, even though the other party’s waist and horse were united and he was using almost all his 

strength, there was no way to make his arms move a little! 

Ka ka ka! 

In a flash, after a crisp ringing sound, Ji Feng only felt a chill on his forehead. 

His face suddenly turned gloomy: “Don’t point the gun at me! Believe me, this thing isn’t as good as you 

think it is!” 

“Whether it works well or not, you don’t get to say!” Another voice rang out next to him, while there 

was another clicking sound. 



Ji Feng opened his eyes and saw that there were three guards pointing their guns at himself, one of 

them was pointing directly at his head, the other two were slightly further away, the three were 

standing at three different angles, cooperating very well, obviously their quality was not ordinary. 

“Put your hands behind your back!” The guard closest to him drank. 

Ji Feng swept a glance at them and nodded and smiled, “Very well, I’ll see how Zhao Guosheng ends 

up!” 

He cooperated and put his hands behind his back, and at this time, the guard closest to him, 

immediately put handcuffs on him, and at the same time, added a pair of finger cuffs to him! 

This was really a double insurance! 

The so-called finger cuffs were a kind of handcuffs to hold the fingers in place, these cuffs would be 

stuck on the middle joint of the thumb, which was even more uncomfortable than handcuffs, and 

usually only when dealing with felons, or that kind of vicious criminals, would finger cuffs be used! 

After handcuffing Ji Feng, the three guards then stepped back a bit. 

“Bastard, you have your day too!” Suddenly, a voice filled with strong hatred rang out at the entrance of 

the interrogation room. 

The corner of Ji Feng’s mouth could not help but pull up a slight arc: “I thought who was so rampant …… 

I think ah, Zhao Guosheng is really making a fool of himself, actually dared to let you come over, he is 

not afraid of the extinction of his descendants!” 

“Shut up!” A guard next to him roared low, but it was the guard who had originally been kicked away by 

the white spider. 

Ji Feng didn’t even look at him, he just held his arms and asked with a smile, “Going to all this trouble to 

handcuff me, and scaring people with a gun, tell me, what do you want to do to me?” 

“How do you want to be dealt with?” Chang Chongwei let out a fierce laugh, “You should ask, how will 

we play you to death!” 

“Then what are you waiting for? Still not making a move?” Ji Feng laughed, as if he was joking, without 

the slightest bit of tension on his face, “What, are you afraid that I’ll break both of your legs again?!” 

“Damn it!” 

At the mention of this, Chang Chongwei was furious, he roared, “I’ll break your legs first …… on, break 

his legs!” 

Ka ka ka! 

The two guards next to him instantly loaded their bullets and pointed them at Ji Feng. 

The guard closest to Ji Feng, the guy who had just pointed the gun at Ji Feng’s head, however, put the 

gun away and his face revealed a grim look. 



When he was at Ji Feng’s house, he had been kicked away by the white spider, so naturally, it was time 

for revenge now! 

“You really want to make a move? No more thinking about it?” Ji Feng’s expression froze as well, staring 

straight at the guard, “You should know very well that what you are doing is now illegal, leave a way 

back for yourselves, otherwise, no one can protect you!” 

“Mind your own business first!” Chang Chongwei immediately laughed, “No one can save you now!” 

Snap! 

That guard fiercely stepped forward, grabbed Ji Feng’s collar at once, and violently lifted him upwards, 

with such a strong force that he actually lifted him up directly from the chair and swept his leg over with 

a fierce blow. 

–He was going to directly sweep Ji Feng’s legs off! 

At the same time, the other two guards were incredibly alert, their guns pointed straight at Ji Feng 

without the slightest relaxation! 

…… and regardless of the character of these guards, but at least, their combat quality was quite strong, 

and their cooperation was very tacit, definitely deserving of the elite! 

  

However, the next moment, the surprise and anticipation in Chang Chongwei’s eyes instantly turned 

into shock! 

The next moment, he actually stood up upside down, and his legs seemed like a huge pair of scissors, 

clamping down on the guard’s neck. 

In a flash, he bent over and flung his legs! 

Whoosh~~! 

That guard was instantly thrown out by Ji Feng with his legs, yet before the others could react, Ji Feng’s 

body twisted violently, and a foot fiercely swiped at that guard’s body. 

–Dragon Swinging Tail! 

Hoo~~! 

The guard instantly smashed into the other two guards …… 

“Since you guys are looking for death, then I’ll make it happen, Zhao Guosheng doesn’t want his son, so 

there’s no need for me to keep it for him!” Ji Feng’s biting voice, also resounded, “Zhao Guosheng is 

going to be extinct!” 

Chapter 1236 

“Bang Bang~~!” 



The interrogation room instantly sounded like gunfire, and all of a sudden, it shocked everyone in the 

city office building! 

The police are all too familiar with the sound of gunfire, even if many of the people in this office building 

are doing civilian work, but they are still not strangers to guns. 

Those two shots just now were definitely gunshots! 

In a flash, Zheng Yuanshan’s face changed dramatically and he exclaimed, “It seems to be the sound of 

gunshots coming from the direction of the interrogation room…… bad!” 

Immediately, he was furious again, “Bastard! It must be Zhao Guosheng!” 

“Bang!” 

The next moment, he slammed his desk, casually took out his own gun from the drawer and hurriedly 

ran out of the office, but his heart was sinking, someone had fired in the interrogation room, this 

definitely could not wait to be taken lightly. 

In that case, even if the person being interrogated wanted to resist, he or she would not have the ability 

to do so and could only be uncooperative at best. 

So Zheng Yuanshan could be sure that the interrogation room where the shots were fired must be the 

same one where Ji Feng was being held, and this matter was obviously very closely related to those 

people who had just gone over there! 

Ji Feng couldn’t have had a gun! 

When suspects were brought in, they would definitely be searched, whether it was a communication 

tool like a mobile phone or some dangerous apparatus like a fruit knife, they would all be taken away. 

Therefore, it must have been the same people who fired the shots earlier. 

Then, it was self-evident who they were shooting at! 

Ji Feng was in danger! 

Zheng Yuanshan only felt a little cold all over his body, he was the deputy director of the Municipal 

Bureau, if Ji Feng was killed here in his place …… 

Not only Zheng Yuanshan, but everyone in the office building of the Municipal Bureau was shocked. 

Just received the order, Li Ruonan, has not yet rushed to Zheng Yuanshan’s office, just top meet Zheng 

Yuanshan who is dashing outside, Li Ruonan just want to ask what happened, then see Zheng 

Yuanshan’s face have changed. 

“Quickly go to the interrogation room, Ji Feng is being held there!” Zheng Yuanshan roared low. 

Swish! 

Li Ruonan’s face went white all of a sudden, and without saying a word, she hurriedly darted in the 

direction of the interrogation room. 



At the same time, Zhao Guosheng, who was rushing towards the interrogation room, likewise froze, and 

he immediately said to the guards following beside him, “Quickly, we must get to the interrogation 

room first!” 

Ji Feng had been killed! 

This was Zhao Guosheng’s first reaction after hearing the gunshots, and he immediately cackled in his 

heart, secretly saying, “Oh no! 

Although he wanted to teach Ji Feng a lesson, he also wanted to take this opportunity to give the Ji 

family and Ji Zhenguo a resounding slap in the face, but of course, he wanted Ji Feng to die right now 

even more. Yet he knew very well that Ji Feng absolutely could not die now, at least, not at his hands. 

Slapping the Ji family in the face and warning the other families at the same time was indeed a ploy that 

could kill many birds with one stone. But if he got Ji Feng killed as a result, that old man from the East 

Sixth Street Courtyard would be absolutely furious. 

A man’s anger would spill five steps of blood, but a king’s anger would be a river of blood! 

Once that old man is really furious, who in the whole of China can stand up to it? 

Who would be willing to fight to the death to resist? 

At that time, the destruction of the Zhao family would be absolutely unstoppable by anyone, even if the 

chief stepped in, it would be absolutely useless! 

Therefore, Zhao Guosheng had to rush to the interrogation room first, he had to see the scene before he 

could make the most accurate judgment, and then he could think of a proper excuse …… 

As for his son, he must not die, let alone be handed over! 

The most important thing is to let Chong Wei go to jail for a few years. 

This is the psychology of Zhao Guosheng, other people’s sons to die is fine, just his own son can not die, 

and, who is right and who is wrong is no longer to ask. 

In his opinion, the so-called right or wrong is directly related to the final result of the game, as long as 

the game wins, then it is right, on the contrary, if the game loses, then you are right again is wrong! 

The first thing you need to do is to get the best out of it. 

…… 

But no one knew that the interrogation room at this time was a completely different scene. 

The two guards did shoot, and to Ji Feng’s surprise, the two men reacted extremely quickly. Just as he 

kicked the guard off, the other two guards didn’t even care whether their companion was dead or alive, 

and then rolled to the ground in the opposite direction at the same time. 

The next moment, they were half on their knees, raising their pistols and instantly pulling the triggers. 



And the very moment they dodged Ji Feng realised that these two men were definitely not the small-

time punks he usually saw, but real elites who would definitely not be scared out of their wits and 

helpless just because their companions were injured or dead. 

Quite the opposite in fact, their only goal was to finish the job! 

So the moment they had just knelt down, Ji Feng instantly surged in stature and arrived in front of one 

of the guards in the blink of an eye. 

Snap! 

Both the handcuffs and the fingercuffs were just broken off by Ji Feng in one fell swoop! 

In the next moment, he clasped the guard’s wrist, while his body turned in a bizarre manner, 

surprisingly, he clasped this person’s neck just like that, and then blocked him in front of his body. 

Bang~~! 

The other guard fired, while at this moment, Ji Feng, however, also fiercely slapped this guard in front of 

him on the shoulder. 

“Bang!” Only to see this guard’s body involuntarily tremble, and his finger directly pulled the trigger. 

In the next moment, the chest of the guard on the opposite side was stained red with blood, while the 

guard in front of Ji Feng, likewise, let out a muffled cry and a blood splash rose from his shoulder! 

Whew~~ Bang! 

Ji Feng snapped this guard’s shoulder and violently threw him up, kicking him off, hitting the wall hard 

and falling to the ground again. 

This person’s body twitched a few times, and then he didn’t move. 

This whole process was only a few seconds, but the level of danger in between was more formidable 

than any danger Ji Feng had experienced. 

These three guards, apart from the first one who was not the least bit alert, the remaining two guards, 

were extremely alert, and both were quite skilled and worked together even more tacitly. 

More importantly, their will was so strong that they would not be half-heartedly shaken by the death of 

their companions, and even when Ji Feng got close to one of the guards, the other one shot him without 

hesitation! 

They were not only guards, but also killing machines! 

This was Ji Feng’s most profound experience, if he hadn’t been fast enough and reacted equally fast, 

then the ones lying on the ground now would not be those two guards, but him! 

“You, you you …… you killed them?” 

Just then, a trembling voice came, only to see Chang Chongwei sitting in his wheelchair at the entrance 

of the interrogation room, his two eyes looking at Ji Feng with incomparable fear, his teeth chattering, 

his whole body was terrified, and his two legs were trembling continuously. 



He didn’t expect that Ji Feng would really dare to kill someone, and that too in this interrogation room! 

Ji Feng’s gaze looked at him and the corners of his mouth pulled up a slight curve: “If I don’t kill them, 

should I wait for them to kill me? I’m not only going to kill them, I’m going to kill you too!” 

As he spoke, Ji Feng walked towards Chang Chongwei step by step. 

When he heard Ji Feng’s words, Chang Chongwei was terrified, he screamed in terror and 

subconsciously wanted to stand up and run away, but at this moment, he was so scared that his legs 

were weak and he couldn’t leave even if he wanted to. 

As soon as he stood up, his legs suddenly went weak and he fell to the ground, immediately hitting his 

two long-broken arms again. 

Just as Chang Chongwei was woefully trying to escape and make this series of stupid moves, Ji Feng had 

already arrived in front of him. 

“You, don’t you come over ……” Chang Chongwei was terrified, it was okay for him to be a bully, but 

when he was really faced with a murderer who had casually taken out two guards, he simply didn’t have 

any guts left. 

“How can I kill you if I don’t come over?!” 

Ji Feng looked at Chang Chongwei who was limp and trembling on the ground, his foot, placed on Chang 

Chongwei’s left ankle, “What did I say before, I have to break both your legs first …… this time, because 

you sent someone to attack and kill me at the entrance of the playground!” 

Before the words fell, Ji Feng’s foot lashed out. 

Thud! 

A crunching sound …… 

“Ah…!” Immediately afterwards, an incomparable miserable scream instantly came out from the 

interrogation room, Chang Chongwei’s left ankle, surprisingly, had been trampled off raw, strictly 

speaking, it had been crushed. 

It was as if a bamboo pole had been crushed under Ji Feng’s feet! 

Chang Chongwei’s body was trembling violently in pain, and his whole body was almost going crazy, but 

with his two arms broken and one leg ruined by Ji Feng, he could only keep twisting and struggling on 

the ground, but otherwise he could do nothing. 

But Ji Feng’s eyes were incomparably cold, and his foot, once again, stepped on Chang Chongwei’s right 

ankle: “This kick, because you spoke insultingly to my girlfriend in the Linjiang Club, and had to break my 

leg …… Drink!” 

He shouted violently, while his foot pushed hard. 

Ka-ching! 

Chang Chongwei’s right ankle was also crushed …… 



At this time, Chang Chongwei didn’t even have time to scream, his whole body was like an electric 

shock, the kind of pain that was beyond human tolerance, causing him to directly roll his eyes and faint 

just like that! 

Ji Feng smiled coldly, his gaze fell on Chang Chongwei’s knee again, and he kicked out. 

Bang! 

“Ah…” Chang Chongwei’s miserable scream, once again, rang out, but he heard Ji Feng ask indifferently, 

“Want to break my leg? To kill me?” 

If it was possible, right now, Chang Chongwei really wanted to crash to his death here, the inhuman pain 

really made him even want to die. 

However, his two legs were scrapped and his two arms were broken, making him, unable to die even if 

he wanted to! 

Chapter 1237 

“Oooh~~” 

Chang Chong Wei fell limp on the ground, his body trembling continuously, his forehead covered in 

sweat, that intense pain, causing his entire person to present a kind of dazed daze, that was the result of 

having been numbed by the pain to the extreme! 

However, the inhumanly intense pain in his legs caused Chang Chongwei to finally break down 

completely, and he no longer cared about any resentment or hatred, or even his own face, and cried out 

in pain, his whole person looked wretched and without any semblance of grace, and no longer had the 

same ruthlessness as before, nor did he look like a gentry at all! 

  

…… In fact, Chang Chongwei was originally a good-for-nothing punk who was just bullied and weak in the 

beginning. But when he knew he had a father who was a big official, the kind of vanity and fanaticism in 

his heart instantly swelled to a point where people simply couldn’t believe it. 

Especially when he saw that the leaders of Tongzhou City, the sons of the mayor, the sons of the 

secretary of the municipal party committee, or the big gangsters, who normally did not even shake him 

off, would now take the initiative to find opportunities to interact with him and call him brother, Chang 

Chongwei’s arrogance and arrogance swelled even more severely. 

And in contrast, his pride was extremely inflated! 

Later, after several consecutive years of smooth sailing, coupled with his growing power, he could deal 

with whoever he wanted, and those who used to bully him were almost all ruthlessly cleaned up by him, 

even if he killed someone, there was no problem! 

Such experiences had made Chang Chongwei almost completely forget his former downfall and 

wimpiness, and in his subconscious mind, he had treated himself as the kind of high and mighty gentry. 



–He was the son of the Zhao family of Yanjing, and even the mayor and the secretary of the municipal 

party committee had to give him face! 

Besides, if anything happened, his father would naturally take care of it for him! 

However, he did not know that the self-esteem and vanity built on this kind of salted fish family world 

was actually just a flower in the water and a moon in the well. 

If the people he usually dealt with were those who were not as well-off as him, they would naturally 

flatter him, or at the very least, would not offend him. However, once he met those who were tougher 

than him, this self-esteem of his would, naturally, collapse by the way. 

So in short, Chang Chong Wei is not as good as a small-time punk, he is simply useless! 

Those punks still knew their strengths and weaknesses, even if they were bullies, people at least knew to 

be afraid, and had people or things to coast against. 

However, Chang Chongwei was not afraid of the sky and the earth, thinking that God was the boss and 

he was the second. 

Finally, under the cold and ruthless tactics of Ji Feng, Chang Chongwei’s fragile self-esteem was 

shattered, and his whole person directly collapsed! 

At this moment, both of Chang Chongwei’s ankles had been crushed by Ji Feng, and the knee of his left 

leg had likewise been broken by Ji Feng, so the current Chang Chongwei was a complete invalid! 

“Wooooo~~~” 

That intense pain caused Chang Chongwei to cry out in pain, and the intense fear brought about by Ji 

Feng’s cold tactics likewise caused Chang Chongwei’s body to tremble continuously, and his heart was 

even more terrified, his teeth were fighting! 

“And you’re still crying? Aren’t you very tough?” Ji Feng, however, laughed coldly and said, “If Zhao 

Guosheng only had such a son as you, then he would really have to be extinct!” 

“Ah!” 

The murderous intent in Ji Feng’s words was so dense that Chang Chongwei’s face turned white and his 

eyes were filled with dense panic, his body trembled even more, but he didn’t dare to move because as 

soon as he did, the injuries on his body would hurt like hell. 

“Please, please, don’t hit anymore, I beg you ……” Chang Chongwei begged in pain. 

“No more beating?! When you wanted to break my legs and play me to death, why didn’t you think of 

what would happen now?” Ji Feng sneered, “What’s more, beating you that’s light, as I said, I’ll make 

Zhao Guosheng extinct!” 

Ji Feng was really furious, don’t look at him, he was always smiling, but the anger in his heart was 

unprecedentedly strong. 



If Chang Chongwei could come here, Zhao Guosheng must have nodded behind his back, otherwise, 

with Chang Chongwei’s status, he wouldn’t have come here, at least, he couldn’t enter the interrogation 

room! 

Zhao Guosheng was simply unscrupulous! 

What made Ji Feng even more annoyed was that Zhao Guosheng should have known the temperament 

of this bastard Chang Chongwei, once he came in, it was possible that he would be killed, but Zhao 

Guosheng did not ask. 

The first time I saw this, I had already held my fire, and when I saw that Zhao Guosheng, Chang 

Chongwei and his son were actually dealing with him, not taking other people’s lives seriously, he 

instantly exploded! 

There was no other way to deal with this kind of have, there was only one way to go! 

–Kill! 

Since you want my life, I will return it tenfold and a hundredfold, I will kill you all alive! 

After a series of attacks and killings, plus the numerous provocations of these bastards, Ji Feng’s 

character finally toughened up again, and his methods became more and more ruthless and decisive in 

his actions. 

Only by using such and there means could he shock those people with bad intentions, as long as you 

dare to mess with me, I will get you all killed! 

Otherwise, we will all be at peace with each other, but only if you don’t come looking for death! 

Ji Feng’s concept of how to treat his enemies gradually changed. 

“Don’t, don’t …………” Looking at the fierce light in Ji Feng’s eyes growing stronger, Chang Chongwei 

seemed to realize what was going on, and he was terrified, crying out in pain and begging. “Please, 

please, please don’t kill me!” 

“Go to hell and beg!” Ji Feng smiled coldly. 

“Stop, stop ……” 

Just at the moment when Ji Feng was about to make his move, he suddenly frowned, followed by a 

sudden sound from his back, followed by the sound of a click. 

The guard who was originally wrestled out by Ji Feng’s neck, didn’t know when he woke up, holding a 

pistol in his hand, was pointing at Ji Feng with a grim face, while his fingers, at this moment, had already 

started to fire, and was about to shoot Ji Feng down. 

“Hurry up and save me!” When Chang Chongwei saw this, a strong look of ecstasy sprang up in his eyes 

and he couldn’t help but shout, “Kill him and save me quickly!” 

“No one can save you!” 

Swish! 



Ji Feng snapped back, and at the same time, he flung out his hand and hit something. 

Pop! 

A bright light flashed instantly, and the next moment, the guard pulled the trigger, while a smug smile 

flashed in his eyes and he shouted, “Go to hell!” 

“Bang-!” 

As a result, a shocking scene appeared, only to see that as that guard pulled the trigger, the pistol 

instantly let out a shocking sound, however, the next moment, that pistol instantly exploded! 

The …… pistol actually blew up! 

“Ah…!” 

That guard instantly face, miserably screamed, blood flowed down from his fingers, that situation was 

really miserable. He covered his face and lay on the ground, twisting and rolling, screaming in agony, it 

was obvious that the blown chamber just now had caused him to suffer a serious injury. 

“Humph!” 

Ji Feng sneered and casually twisted the handcuffs on his wrists straight off and put them in his pocket. 

What he had just hit out was a section of the handcuffs, and it had hit into the barrel of the gun with 

unerring accuracy. 

With that hard metal blocking the muzzle, it’s a wonder that pistol didn’t blow up! 

“This …… time, Chang Chongwei was stunned, he looked dumbly at the guard who was covering his face 

and screaming incessantly, his eyes were full of despair, this time, there was really no one to save him. 

“Bang!” 

Without hesitation, Ji Feng kicked out, directly on Chang Chongwei’s only intact knee. 

“Ka-ching!” With a sound, Chang Chongwei’s leg bizarrely bent up. 

“…… ah-!” 

In the next moment, Chang Chongwei’s miserable scream rang out again, but Ji Feng was unrelenting, 

another foot, stepping on his thigh, followed by his two originally broken arms, which also did not 

escape Ji Feng’s wild stomp …… 

The whole person, Chang Chongwei, was almost trampled into a puddle of mud by Ji Feng! 

…… 

“Quickly, hurry up!” 

Zhao Guosheng was panting and rushing forward, but the sweat on his forehead was unstoppable, and 

he himself was panting violently. After all, he was already over fifty years old, so he was no match for a 

young boy. 



“You go over first, remember, must not let Chong Wei kill that beast, as long as he is not dead, 

everything else is fine!” Zhao Guosheng instructed in a low voice. 

“Yes!” The guard immediately nodded his head and rushed over at a fast pace. 

However, when he arrived at the door of the interrogation room, he could not push it open, and could 

only hear one muffled sound after another from inside. 

The guard banged hard on the door but couldn’t get it open, so he frowned and shouted, “Gongzi, open 

the door, Director Zhao told me to come and find you!” 

There was still no response from inside, only muffled sounds coming from inside. 

It took a while before Zhao Guosheng rushed over, panting, “What’s going on, still not going in?!” 

“Then just crash through!” Zhao Guosheng said. 

“Can’t ram it!” 

“We’ll ram it together!” Zhao Guosheng waved his hand, and the two of them stood in front of the door 

of the interrogation room and rushed forward violently. 

Bang! 

This time, the door of the interrogation room was smashed open, and immediately, a strong fishy smell 

came over them. 

Zhao Guosheng was helped by the guards to stand firmly, his brows furrowed. However, when he 

looked clearly at the scene inside the interrogation room, his whole body was frozen, and a look of 

disbelief filled his eyes. 

He saw that the three guards were lying on the floor, one of them was twitching and covering his face, 

and he could not see clearly what was wrong, while the other two were not moving at all, but he did not 

know whether they were dead or alive. 

This is not the most important thing, what makes Zhao Guosheng feel disturbed is that on the ground 

nearest to the interrogation room door, there is a man lying …… 

Chapter 1238 

This man was lying on the ground, as if he was a puddle of mud. 

Both of his arms appeared to be in plaster, but at that moment, the plaster had already broken and 

spilled all over the floor. 

And if you look at his legs, it’s even more unbearable to look at them, they’re unbearable! 

The two ankles had turned into the kind of fruit that seemed to have been trampled on, so imagine what 

it would be like to have a root crushed! 

The two knees were similarly in such a disastrous state that it made one’s skin crawl! 



From the ankles to the thighs, there was hardly any good left in these two legs, they were simply 

trampled into mush! 

This was the kind of man who was limp on the ground, sending chills down his spine and numbing his 

scalp. 

However, when one looked at this man’s face, it made the corners of one’s eyes jump wildly. This man’s 

mouth was hanging open so wide that his saliva was drooping to the ground, and he was still oblivious 

to it. One pair of eyes were deadly glazed and protruding outwards so much that they looked like the 

kind of dead fish eyes that die of dehydration. 

On his forehead, blue veins sprouted up, so one could imagine just how much pain he was in. 

Of course, this person was no other than the guy who had threatened to play Ji Feng to death – Chang 

Chongwei! 

However, at this moment, Chang Chongwei was completely devoid of the smugness and incomparability 

that he had before, now he was worse than a dead dog, his entire body was completely wasted, turning 

into the kind of invalid who was barely capable of taking care of himself! 

This was Ji Feng’s tactics, cold, crisp and no longer showing the slightest bit of mercy! 

After a series of attacks and killings, Ji Feng’s methods were much colder, but if this scene was seen by 

those who sympathised with Ji Feng and hated Chang Chongwei, it would have been a great pleasure. 

It was not that Chang Chongwei had not done this to others in the past, especially to those punks who 

had bullied him, and there was no telling how many of them had been disabled by him, or even killed 

and buried directly. 

However, he had not thought that today, when he met Ji Feng, it was here that he was inflicted with 

such tactics once again. 

If he had thought that there would be retribution, I wonder if he would still be so rampant! 

But in reality, at this moment, Chang Chongwei could no longer think of this, he had long since gone 

numb with pain, his eyes were filled with despair and bewilderment, there was simply no longer any 

semblance of hope! 

“Chong Wei-” 

A harsh and furious to the extreme roar rang out in the interrogation room, carrying far, far away …… 

Zhao Guosheng finally saw that the man who was limp on the floor was none other than his only son, 

Chang Chongwei! 

In a flash, Zhao Guosheng felt as if someone was clutching his heart and tugging it hard, causing him 

pain that was so intense that his eyes went black and his whole body plunged straight forward, about to 

fall down. 

“Chief!” 



That guard hurriedly grabbed Zhao Guosheng and hurriedly helped him sit on the wheelchair next to 

him. 

Stomp stomp stomp …… 

At this time, a rush of footsteps came and several figures arrived at the entrance of the interrogation 

room, but it was Li Ruonan and Zheng Yuanshan who were worried about Ji Feng. 

And when they saw the scene in the interrogation room, they were stunned beyond belief, and 

immediately afterwards, both of them only felt their scalps tingle and the corners of their eyes jump 

wildly, almost not daring to look any further. 

It was simply too cruel! 

Even Zheng Yuanshan, who had seen a lot of things, could not help but feel his heart jumping wildly. He 

had seen even the most vicious and influential corpse-crushing cases, but of course, this scene in front 

of him could only be considered child’s play compared to such a brutal corpse-crushing case. 

However, the man lying on the ground was Chang Chongwei! 

When he saw Ji Feng standing in the interrogation room holding his arms, Zheng Yuanshan felt his 

breath stop. 

This would trigger a full-scale confrontation between the families, it would make both Ji Feng and the Ji 

family the public enemy of the other families, it would be caught in the mouth of ungratefulness and 

injustice! 

Ji Feng’s attack was really too poisonous! 

For a moment, Zheng Yuanshan was also frozen in place, he didn’t even know what he should say or do 

…… 

The same goes for Li Ruo Nan, although she did not know the inner workings of this and could not think 

that much about it, but the scene in front of her made her heart jump wildly and her scalp tingle. 

Ji Feng had struck, so ruthlessly! 

“Huffing~~~huffing~~!” On the wheelchair, Zhao Guosheng was panting violently, his entire body was in 

extreme agitation, and it was a long time before he slightly eased up. 

“Ji Feng! You dare to do this to my son!” Zhao Guosheng raised his head and stared coldly at Ji Feng, 

saying these words almost word by word, “I will make you die! I’ll make you go to hell!” 

That voice full of intense hatred instantly reminded Ji Feng of someone – the one who had made 

threatening phone calls to him back then, saying that he had an unbreakable grudge against him! 

Although Ji Feng was sure that they were not the same person, they both sounded very similar and both 

had a bitter hatred for himself. 

Ji Feng’s eyes gradually rose up with a murderous intent, but his tone was very flat: “I’ve heard a lot of 

threatening words, but I’m still alive and well, but my opponents have died quite a lot!” 



“Little Li, hurry up and call for someone to take the injured to the hospital!” At this time, Zheng 

Yuanshan only sort of reacted and called out in a panic, “Hurry up!” 

Whether it was Ji Feng or Chang Chongwei, neither of them could die here, otherwise, Zheng Yuanshan 

would be in big trouble! 

Li Ruonan also reacted, she took a deep look at the incomparably calm Ji Feng, and then, she hurried out 

to call someone. 

“Good, good!” Zhao Guosheng’s gaze was however deadly fixed on Ji Feng, “Ji Feng, I promise you with 

my Zhao Guosheng’s personality, if you don’t die, you will never get out of the prison in this life! 

Otherwise, I, Zhao Guosheng, will automatically offer up my head!” 

“As long as you dare to offer it, I dare to take it!” 

Ji Feng didn’t have any fear at all, he sneered, “Only, I’m afraid that you don’t have the ability to hold 

me! Zhao Guosheng, I’ll sit here and wait for you to beg me to get out!” 

“Then …… let’s wait and see!” Zhao Guosheng nodded and gave Ji Feng another deep look before he 

stood up and, together with that guard, hurriedly and carefully helped Chang Chongwei to go outside, 

what harsh words he said to Ji Feng were secondary now, sending his son to the hospital for treatment, 

that was the main thing. 

As for Ji Feng …… 

Before Zhao Guosheng left the door, he gave him a cold look, no matter whose son or grandson he was, 

or whether old man Ji was still alive, he was dead! 

Ji Feng, however, held his arms and looked at their backs indifferently. 

He keenly noticed that Zhao Guosheng’s body was trembling, and he knew that it wasn’t fear, it was 

obvious that Zhao Guosheng’s hatred for him had reached the extreme and was bound to put him to 

death. 

“Want me to die?” Ji Feng smiled coldly, “It’s an honour, we both have the same intention, let’s see who 

dies first!” 

Zheng Yuanshan’s scalp tingled a little as he listened to him from the side, there were really not many 

people who dared to go against Zhao Guosheng and compare who would die first, Ji Feng really had a lot 

of guts, moreover, his methods were ruthless. 

Looking at the stalwart Ji Feng, Zheng Yuanshan suddenly realized that the young man standing in front 

of him was no longer a child. 

This little TZ of the Ji family had really grown into a man of the highest order! 

Zheng Yuansan knew that it was time to adjust his attitude towards Ji Feng, he had to adapt to Ji Feng’s 

growth and changes, otherwise, he was afraid that he would provoke Ji Feng’s discontent. 

Just what on earth was this newly grown Ji TZ going to do to fight Zhao Guosheng, especially when 

neither Secretary Zhen Guo nor the Ji family had any reaction! 



Was he just putting out harsh words? Or was he really bottoming out? 

Once again, Ji Feng beat Chang Chongwei to death and almost killed him on the spot! 

…… 

“Ji Feng, Ji Feng ……” Zhao Guosheng, who was sitting in the hospital corridor, had this name echoing in 

his mind, and looking at the operating room that was still lit up, the hatred in Zhao Guosheng’s heart 

was simply unstoppable! 

He gritted his teeth and directly took out his mobile phone, dialing a number: “It’s me, immediately 

deploy a guard squad to Jiangzhou, with the fastest speed!” 

Immediately afterwards, he turned his head to look at the guard beside him and asked, “What about the 

three of them?” 

The guard immediately said, “All three of them are still being treated, two of them have received 

gunshot wounds, and another one’s face has been blown up because his pistol blew up, and his eyes 

may not be saved!” 

A strong hatred flashed in Zhao Guosheng’s eyes as he gritted his teeth and said, “A guard will be 

arriving soon, take a few people with you from, remember, I don’t want to hear about certain people 

being alive again, what to do, that’s your business, remember?!” 

“Director ……” The guard was slightly shocked, the director was trying to take out the TZ of the Ji family! 

“Is what I said not good enough?” Zhao Guosheng swept over with a cold glance, “Making the scene of a 

fearful suicide, isn’t that your strong point?!” 

“This ……” The guard couldn’t help but hesitate a little. 

Zhao Guosheng was instantly furious, he was just about to lash out when he suddenly heard his phone 

ring, “Ding ……” 

He glanced down and his brows furrowed as he picked up the phone, “This is Zhao Guosheng, why are 

you calling at this hour?” 

“Director Zhao, big deal, the province received a report material this morning, and in turn a meeting, I 

just had the chance to call you ……” the voice on the other end of the line was eager, “Someone 

reported the Chang Group, and someone else brought a lot of evidence of crimes committed by Chang’s 

Group and Chong Wei Gongzi ……” 

The person on the other end of the phone quickly told what had happened in Jiangnan Province, 

especially highlighting that the person who had reported it had brought extremely detailed and 

conclusive reporting materials, and that the evidence alone was enough to make the bank freeze the 

assets of the Chang Group, and that the evidence against Chang Chongwei could definitely make him get 

the death penalty! 

Zhao Guosheng’s face …… changed! 

Chapter 1239 



Ji Feng had seriously injured Chang Chongwei in the interrogation room, and his life was in danger! 

And together with Chang Chongwei was wounded, there are also three CPS guards, two of them were 

shot and wounded, one because the pistol blew up, which caused both eyes to be badly wounded, and 

the face was also blown up in a bloody mess, I don’t know how injured …… 

The news, which only took a very short time, reached the ears of people such as Ji Shaolei, He Hongwei 

and He Hongqiang, but anyone who had been following the conflict between Ji Feng and Chang 

Chongwei, almost all knew in the shortest possible time that Ji Feng had risen up again and injured 

someone. 

All of a sudden, there was an uproar! 

It was hard to describe how people on the other side felt after learning this news. 

Shocked! 

…… and shocked! 

Of course, it is not uncommon for some people to gloat, or for some people to wonder if they should 

take advantage of this opportunity to engage in some kind of rock-bottom activity, as a way to continue 

to stimulate that Lord Municipal Party Secretary who is holding his head and hiding out? 

…… 

“Bang!” 

Ji Shaolei viciously smashed the cup in his hand on the ground, and his whole body was like a raging lion 

as he roared, “Doggone Zhao Guosheng, deceiving people too much!” 

This was the first reaction he made a few minutes after he got the news. 

Zhao Guosheng was going to clean up Ji Feng in the interrogation room, moreover, it was Chang 

Chongwei and the guards who did it, only that they were no match for Ji Feng, they tried to clean up Ji 

Feng but failed, but ended up being cleaned up by Ji Feng instead, and that’s how they ended up! 

There was no need to say anything else, as soon as he heard this news, Ji Shaolei immediately made 

such a guess. The reason for this is because for these detention centers, interrogation rooms and so on, 

the fishy things in them, Ji Shaolei is simply too clear to know, what tricks there are, he can tell them like 

a treasure! 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

Is it because he wants to experience life? 

Or did he think that the environment in the interrogation room was much better than in the hospital 

and that it would be easier for him to recover from his arm injuries there? 

What a load of crap! 

The two of them wanted to deal with Ji Feng in the interrogation room, there was no doubt about it! 



“Zhao Guosheng, I’ll fuck your ancestors!” Ji Shaolei was furious, roaring and growling, just like a raging 

lion, but unable to find a target to vent his anger. 

“I really don’t believe that you can overshadow the sky in Jiangzhou! The old man and the others don’t 

care, so I’ll play with you!” His red eyes flickered with a blazing rage, and after thinking for a long time, 

he immediately took out his phone and dialled the personal number of Zheng Yuanshan, the deputy 

director of the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau. 

“Shao Lei?” 

A familiar voice came over the phone, once Zheng Yuanshan saw that it was Ji Shaolei calling, he knew 

what was going on, he asked, “It’s about Xiao Feng’s matter, right? That ……” 

“You cut the crap!” 

Ji Shaolei, however, was not polite at all and directly interrupted Zheng Yuanshan’s words rudely as he 

said in a low voice, “Director Zheng, since Ji Feng has made a mistake and is now imprisoned, I am now 

asking you as Ji Feng’s second brother and family member of the person concerned, that during this 

period when my brother is imprisoned, if there is even the slightest problem with his safety, I will 

definitely pursue the matter to the end I hope you can take up this responsibility!” 

Zheng Yuanshan’s heart immediately fluttered, and he immediately realised that Ji Shaolei had really 

gone berserk! 

“Young Ji, don’t worry, it was also my carelessness before, now I’ve already put extra manpower around 

the interrogation room, Ji Feng’s safety will definitely not go wrong half again!” Zheng Yuanshan 

immediately said. 

“That would be best!” 

Ji Shaolei finished speaking and hung up the phone straight away. 

The corners of his mouth, however, flickered with a cold smile, what before carelessness, after a lifetime 

of working as a police officer, would he still be careless in this matter? 

Zheng Yuanshan was clearly afraid of Zhao Guosheng and wanted to protect himself as much as 

possible! 

Although Ji Shaolei was young, he was still very discerning when it came to reading people, and he 

instantly saw what Zheng Yuansan had in mind. 

“It looks like this strategy needs to be adjusted, there are some people that shouldn’t be in the corpse!” 

Ji Shaolei smiled coldly. 

Soon, he picked up the phone again and dialed a number: “This is second brother, you’re in Yanjing, 

right? …… Then good, now you immediately put out the word for me, say that the director of the Central 

Office Department, Zhao Guosheng, has an illegitimate son in Tongzhou, who does no evil, this time 

came to Jiangzhou to do evil, and clashed with people, Zhao Guosheng then took matters into his own 

hands …… Remember, to emphasize that Zhao Guosheng Sheng has an illegitimate son named Chang 

Chongwei, remember?” 



He arranged all the key points in this matter, for example, Zhao Guosheng’s illegitimate son, Zhao 

Guosheng held private revenge failed, his son was beaten and seriously injured …… 

“Second brother don’t worry, it’s not just spreading the word, this is something I’m most skilled at 

brother!” The voice on the other end of the phone was crisp. 

“Then good, this is on you, I’ll treat my brothers to a drink when we get back!” Ji Shaolei said. 

The phone was closed, and a coldness flashed in Ji Shaolei’s eyes, “Don’t you think Zhao Guosheng cares 

about his son? I’ll let everyone know that you care about your son, whether it’s the official circles in 

Yanjing, or your wife and your wife’s maiden family, they will all know that you especially care about 

your son, and for the sake of your son, you don’t hesitate to make a big move in Jiangzhou …… 

“Since you are shameless, then there is no need for me to save your face!” Ji Shaolei coldly snorted. 

However, Ji Shaolei’s heart was still worried, and what he was doing now could only put pressure on 

Zhao Guosheng from the outside. But with Chang Chongwei being seriously injured, it would be strange 

if Zhao Guosheng didn’t go on a rampage, and these tricks might not be able to stop him. 

Ji Shaolei hugged his arms and pondered for a moment, he gritted his teeth and turned around and 

went to his room. 

He fished out a pistol under the pillow and pinned it to his waist, before opening the door straight away 

and walking out. Since these actions couldn’t stop Zhao Guosheng, Ji Shaolei would personally go to the 

city bureau, and until the results came out, he would live there, and whoever dared to touch San’er, he 

would fight for his life! 

I don’t believe it, they really dare to kill the son of the municipal party secretary in Jiangzhou? 

Ji Shaolei is treating Ji Feng, as his own brother! 

…… 

“Seriously injured?” 

He Hongqiang’s face was odd in the extreme, “This bastard Chang Chongwei is too lame, right? That how 

many people against Ji Feng alone, and the guards from the CPS were used, and it was said that those 

people were all still from the Operations Division …… they were actually all taken down by Ji Feng? 

Chang Chongwei was even seriously injured?” 

“Yes!” He Hongwei nodded, “The news I just got, Chang Chongwei wasn’t just seriously injured, it was 

said that his limbs were all crushed by Ji Feng and he was almost turned into mush …… This kid is really 

ruthless!” 

He Hongqiang’s face changed, especially after hearing his elder brother say that Chang Chongwei’s limbs 

had all been trampled, the corners of He Hongqiang’s eyes jumped wildly a few times. 

“Ji Feng …… is so ruthless?” He Hongqiang’s face was a little ugly and he couldn’t help but suck in a 

breath of cold air backwards. 



“No one has seen it, this kid’s tactics are, well, poisonous!” He Hongwei shook his head and gave a bitter 

laugh, “I reckon, it seems that ah, this time Chang Chongwei and the others have really pissed Ji Feng 

off, otherwise, Ji Feng wouldn’t have done something like this …… this time it’s trouble.” 

He Hongqiang is as if he did not hear the words of his elder brother, just standing there, looking oddly 

thinking about something. 

In fact, He Hongqiang is a little bit afraid afterwards. 

Last time in Yanjing’s Wanli Club, he and Qiao Gakai had clashed with Ji Shaolei and Ji Feng, and 

afterwards, He Hongqiang was still thinking of finding someone to fuck Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei, and now 

that he thought about it, if he really did that at that time, I was afraid that he would also piss off Ji Feng, 

and at that time, how much better would he end up than Chang Chongwei? 

He Hongqiang was really a bit scared! 

You know, those guards around Chang Chongwei, they were all from the Operations Division, that were 

all really seen blood, elite, cold, yet they were seriously injured under Ji Feng’s men …… 

Not to mention the other punks! 

In the future, it is better not to deal with these barbarians from the old Ji family, it is not good to be 

missing an arm or a leg …… He Hongqiang said secretly in his heart. 

He Hongwei, however, frowned, he knew that this time Ji Feng was in big trouble! 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you want to do. 

However, now Ji Feng has beaten Chang Chongwei to the point where his life is in danger …… 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the public. 

This, I’m afraid, will cause a full-scale confrontation between the family ah! 

And more importantly, if Zhao Guosheng, in a fit of rage, directly leads people to move Ji Feng first, that 

would be …… 

“Hongqiang, drive immediately and come with me!” He Hongwei snapped to his feet. 

“Go? Where to?” He Hongqiang was stunned. 

“We’re going to Jiangzhou City Bureau!” He Hongwei said, “We can’t just stand by and watch Ji Feng get 

killed inside, I’m going, maybe I can even ease the …… hurry up!” 

The two brothers, He Hongwei, also rushed off to the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau. 

Apart from them, there were actually quite a few others, who also took various excuses to either go to 

the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau, or, to send people around to inquire, anyway, at one time, all eyes 

converged on the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau and on Ji Feng. 

How this strife would eventually evolve and how intense it would be, ultimately, would depend on what 

the outcome of the fight between Ji Feng and Zhao Guosheng would be! 



If Zhao Guosheng cleaned up Ji Feng, then the Ji family would definitely not ignore it, and when the time 

came, it would definitely be a full-scale confrontation between the families, and it would, moreover, be 

an extremely fierce confrontation. 

However, if it is said that Zhao Guosheng can put up with the fact that his son was beaten to death, then 

the compensation given by the Ji family will definitely be extremely generous …… 

Now it depends, how Zhao Guosheng will choose. 

But, in fact, no one knows that at this time, Zhao Guosheng, on the other hand, is caught in a dilemma! 

Chapter 1240 

Zhao Guosheng is in a real dilemma! 

Something has happened in Jiangnan, and it’s a big deal that will kill people! 

The guards of the Central Police Station actually brought a large number of witnesses, as well as a large 

amount of solid evidence, to the Provincial Office to report the incident. And, what made Zhao 

Guosheng even more worried was that, even though those evidences, there was not the kind of photos 

that directly captured Chang Chongwei’s murder, or other direct evidence of serious crimes. 

However, some of the supporting evidence around is just too much, and very conclusive. 

In this way, a chain of evidence could be formed completely, and in law, such a chain of evidence could 

also be conclusive, and with reason and evidence, and the law as fundamental, no one could stop it! 

This also means that Chang Chongwei will definitely be sentenced to death! 

If anyone had told Zhao Guosheng before this that his son, Chang Chongwei, would be sentenced to 

death, he would have wanted to spit in someone else’s face, for with him around, his son would still be 

sentenced to death? 

But now, Zhao Guosheng did not dare to be so confident, because the call from the cadre in Jiangnan 

Province revealed a very important piece of news – those who brought the evidence and witnesses to 

the provincial hall were two young people, and more importantly, one of the young girls was actually a 

guard of the Central Police Station! 

A high level leader had intervened! 

This was Zhao Guosheng’s first reaction. The guards of the CPS, under normal circumstances, would not 

be involved in such matters, and even if they were meddling, they would not lead the way to the 

provincial hall in such a blatant manner, or at least, they would ask for instructions from above and only 

do so after receiving approval. 

Therefore, Zhao Guosheng was absolutely sure that the female guard of the police station in Jiangnan 

Province was definitely the personal guard of a certain leader, which meant that the leader whom the 

female guard was responsible for protecting had already intervened in this matter! 

The lid couldn’t be covered! 



Zhao Guosheng quickly realized this, since a big leader was already paying attention, and he didn’t know 

who the other party was, then even if Zhao Guosheng had a few more guts, he wouldn’t dare to cover 

up the cover. The reason is that this is different from the usual small fights, but belongs to the problem 

of their own incorrect standing, no matter where they go, they are not justified! 

The case of Chang’s Group broke out at the most critical moment of Zhao Guosheng’s game with the Ji 

family, and it was just the right kind of soft knife, but it was so harsh and ruthless, stabbing Zhao 

Guosheng in the back! 

This matter is definitely related to the Ji family! 

Zhao Guosheng immediately reacted, able to mobilize the guards of the Central Police Station, and able 

to collect so much evidence about the crime of the Chang Group, and also at this most critical moment 

to strike, except for the Ji family, there is no other candidate! 

“The Ji family, the Ji family ……” Zhao Guosheng really gritted his teeth in hatred, his teeth were almost 

gritted. No wonder Ji Zhen Guo and Ji Zhen Hua, and even the entire Ji family, did not react, and Ji Zhen 

Guo even went straight out of hiding, it turned out that they were not hiding at all, but had been sitting 

on a steady fishing platform all along, just waiting to stab themselves ruthlessly at the most crucial 

moment! 

Sitting in the corridor of the hospital, Zhao Guosheng’s hatred was almost frenzied, but reason told him 

that he absolutely could not act rashly now, otherwise, it could lead to extremely serious consequences 

at any time. 

Because, since the Chang’s Group case broke out, the initiative was out of his hands. 

This was all because, Chang Chongwei was his son! 

“Damn the Ji family!” Zhao Guosheng snapped to his feet, unable to stop himself from growling in a low 

voice, his face a fierce mess, no longer having the same majesty and arrogance that he had before. 

Zhao Guosheng, however, had never thought about whether his son, Chang Chongwei, and the Chang 

Clan, had done anything illegal or not. Or, Zhao Guosheng’s heart actually knew all this long ago, but he 

just never thought about it, nor was he willing to think about it. 

Or maybe he thinks, as the director of the Central Office, his son did something illegal, it’s not even a 

matter! 

“Ding ……” 

At this moment, Zhao Guosheng’s mobile phone rang again, he looked down and his face changed 

slightly, this call was actually from home, moreover, it was also from his wife’s office, he immediately 

realized what was going on. 

After a moment of hesitation, Zhao Guosheng could only pick up the phone, “Hello ……” 

“Zhao Guosheng! What have you done!” As soon as he picked up the phone, a sharp voice came from 

inside, appearing extremely angry, “When did you appear another son? Which wild woman gave birth to 

you? You have no shame!” 



“What are you talking about!” 

Zhao Guosheng’s forehead was bruised by the scolding, and the corners of his eyes jumped wildly. He 

looked at the doctors and nurses and patients walking back and forth in the corridor, and lowered his 

voice, “Did you hear what someone said?” 

“Zhao Guosheng, you still have the face to pretend! The whole Yanjing has spread, you Zhao Guosheng 

in Jiangnan has a wild son, not only in Jiangnan no evil, but also ran to Jiangzhou to do evil, you for that 

wild seed, in Jiangzhou thunder, not at all to give face to the local leaders …… Zhao Guosheng, I have 

now become the laughing stock of the unit, you still want to continue to pretend? ” 

“Who did you hear that from?!” Zhao Guosheng’s face was very ugly as he asked in a deep voice. 

Although he had long known that as long as this matter went on, it would definitely not be able to be 

concealed, however, he did not expect that the rumors would be so outrageous, obviously it was his son 

Chang Chongwei who was beaten up, how did it now become him flying high instead? 

“And who else did I listen to …… You also open today’s newspaper and the news pages on the portal to 

see, everywhere is saying that Jiangnan Tongzhou Chang’s group is suspected of serious violations of the 

law and is now being investigated by Jiangnan Province!” The voice on the phone was very annoyed: 

“This Chang’s Group, is your family of that vixen, right? Zhao Guosheng, I’m not finished with you on this 

matter! If you have any sense, come back immediately and explain to my father, otherwise, you’ll be on 

your own!” 

After saying that, the phone was hung up! 

“Bastard!” 

Zhao Guosheng burst into a rage and cursed, this was the first time he had been so furious in all these 

years. 

At this moment, he actually had a sense of crisis of being cornered, now he didn’t even know how to 

respond, he was in a dilemma. 

“Ding ……” Just at this moment, Zhao Guosheng’s mobile phone, rang again. 

When he took a look at the number on the caller ID, he couldn’t help but blush dramatically and 

hurriedly picked up the phone, saying with a respectful demeanor, “Chief, this is Xiao Zhao ……” 

“Director Guosheng, are you in Jiangzhou now?” A not too pure Mandarin voice came over the phone, 

“Don’t mind too much if it’s not something too pressing.” 

Zhao Guosheng’s face instantly changed dramatically, his voice was a little dry, “Chief, I ……” 

“Xiao Zhao, we are all public servants of the people, do things, pay attention to the impact, don’t let the 

people down, let alone let the people poke their backsides ……” 

Zhao Guosheng suddenly blushed, the head of this, can already be considered extremely harsh criticism, 

say such words, it means that the head of the heart is very dissatisfied. 

“That’s it!” The phone was hung up. 



Zhao Guosheng held the phone and just froze in place, not moving for a long time. 

…… 

At the same time, a news item from Jiangnan Province, which originally had nothing to do with 

Jiangzhou, shook many people. 

The “Jiangnan Tongzhou Chang’s Group, suspected of several irregularities and illegal business 

operations, has been investigated by the Jiangnan Province! This was a news item sent out by a media 

outlet in a foreign province, with the subtitle: Yesterday’s star enterprise, today’s illegal group. 

When this news came out, it was immediately reprinted by the media in Jiangnan and Jiangzhou, and it 

was even reprinted extensively on the internet, especially in Jiangnan Province, that caused quite a stir. 

After all, the Chang’s Group is not a small enterprise, still very famous in Jiangnan Province, many 

people know that behind the Chang’s Group, stands the big man, but now it is being investigated by the 

case. 

The various reasons in between have become the talk of the town after tea time. People have 

speculated whether the big man standing behind the Chang’s Group has fallen, so the Chang’s Group 

has fallen along with him …… 

The name of the Chang’s Group has once again entered the public eye. 

And at the same time, Chang Chongwei, the Chang family, were all in the spotlight. 

In particular, the original news item that highlighted the sentence: “Despite the heavy pressure, the task 

force is still under the instructions of the main leading comrades of Jiangnan Province, insisting on an 

investigation to the end ……” 

Let the provincial task force are under heavy pressure …… who can be so bullish, can put pressure on the 

province? 

The spearhead points directly at certain people in Yanjing! 

But anyone who is in the know knows that this is talking about the Yanjing Zhao family, Zhao Guosheng! 

For a while, Jiangnan was in an uproar, Jiangzhou was in an uproar, and Yanjing was even more shaken. 

A report, some reporting materials, and a report from a CPS guard instantly made the Zhao family and 

Zhao Guosheng in Yanjing a target, while the Chang Group and Chang Chongwei became the target of 

investigation. 

In just an instant, the Ji family’s original passive situation was reversed in a hundred and eighty degrees, 

leaving the Zhao family in a complete state of passivity! 

This is definitely called a small tactic, a big `reversal! 

When Ji Shaolei and He Hongwei and Zheng Yuanshan, who were already in the Jiangzhou Municipal 

Bureau, heard this news, they were all instantly stunned and shocked for a long time. 



“Reversal! This is definitely a reversal!” He Hongwei was filled with shock as he exclaimed, “What a 

tactic, overpowering, ringing yet tightening step by step, yet silent, a single strike that one simply cannot 

resist! What a tactic!” 

Ji Shaolei immediately laughed loudly, “I told you, a small Zhao Guosheng is just, give face to be good, 

but he just gives face to be shameless, now it’s good, I see how he can cope, hahaha ……” 

 


